Trampoline Netting
ASTM compliant netting for trampoline park safety.

Minimize your risk and keep the action where it belongs with impact-absorbing netting from InCord, specifically designed and tested for trampoline safety. From under-bed to full court containment, our netting products are tested to comply with ASTM F2375-09 and ASTM F2970-15.

**Under-Bed Netting**
Trampoline beds wear out and can tear through unexpectedly, endangering patrons. InCord under-bed netting is designed to arrest a fall in as little as three feet and is a highly cost-effective solution for added safety.

**Barrier Netting**
Barrier netting contains patrons in play areas with minimal visual interference. Barrier netting from InCord meets ASTM F2375-09 Standards for no-hold netting and Class One barrier net requirements.

**Defender™ No-Climb Barrier**
InCord’s Defender™ No-Climb Barrier nets are ideal for high traffic environments. The stacked configuration combines a fine-mesh no-climb layer with a 2-inch structural net for strength, durability and safety even in adverse use conditions.

Defender exceeds the ASTM F2375-09 Standards for a Class One barrier with no-hold properties, protecting guests where failure of a single layer barrier could be hazardous. Add a second no-climb layer for double-sided protection.
Trampoline solutions, proven to be the best.

Patron Barriers
Keep guests from venturing into unauthorized areas with minimal visual impact. InCord netting can prevent access to areas under platforms and stairs or under trampoline beds while maintaining airflow. Protection around these areas is critical to minimizing risk.

- Trampoline products tested to exceed ASTM Standards
- Barrier netting maintains a high level of visibility
- Under-bed netting designed to arrest a fall within three feet.
- Materials are fire resistant & NFPA 701 compliant
- Manufactured to ISO 9001 Quality Standards

Extensive Testing
For over twenty years, InCord has been committed to providing the best possible safety netting solutions for risk management. Our solutions are the product of extensive and ongoing testing and research, based upon up-to-date requirements and real-life scenarios. Our solutions continually meet and/or exceed these ASTM Standards:

- ASTM F2375-09  (Standard Practice for Design, Manufacture, Installation and Testing of Climbing Nets and Netting/Mesh used in Amusement Rides, Devices, Play Areas and Attractions)

Under-Bed Netting
PSN HD
2-1/2 inch Nylon

Barrier Netting
DNR900
3/8 inch Polyester

ASTM F2375-09 Class Two (250 lb) drop test

InCord is an ISO 9001 registered company.